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Types of CRISPR Screens

Am J Cancer Res. 2021; 11(4): 1031–1050.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8085856/


Increasing complexity of CRISPR Screens



D



Genetic Interaction maps in mammalian cells

Rauscher et al; Mol Syst Biol (2018)14:e7656



In vivo screens

Chow et al; https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trecan.2018.03.002

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trecan.2018.03.002




CRISPR-Cas9 Components: Immune rejection



CRISPR-Cas9 Components: Immune rejection

Immune rejections result from Cas9, Antibiotic resistance genes



Immuno-compromised mice

Mice reject the tumor formation



Rejection is independent of antibiotic gene



Is Cas9 Immunogenic?

NetMHcpan: Prediction software for the MHC class 1 binding peptides



Cas9 peptides induce immune response



Cas9 peptides induce memory of immune response



SCAR lentiviral vector system



SCAR lentiviral vector system efficients dowregulates genes



SCAR lentiviral vector system overcomes immune response against Cas9



SCAR prevents activation of Immune response cells



In vivo screen

Hits:

1. sgRNA enrichment: Genes that upon knock down enhance tumor growth (Tumor suppressors)
2. sgRNA depletion: Genes whose depletion result in tumor cell mortality / Tumor promoters



Genes whose sgRNA are depleted: Antigen presenting fctors, Atg5 and B2M

Volcano Plot of the differentially enriched sgRNAs



Role of Autophagy in tumor progression

In the absence of Atg5, NK cells proliferate



Role of Autophagy in tumor progression



Ligands and products of NK cells get activated in the absence of Atg5

In the absence of Atg5, cells are more sensitive to apoptosis by IFN gamma.



Role of B2M in tumor progression



Summary

1. Immune rejection associated with
Cas9 can be  solved using SCAR system.

2. Identified new targets to target diseases.

Questions:

1. Reproducibility of the screens in different Mice?

2. What about the stage of the tumors?





Aim: 

In vivo genome-wide CRISPR knockout screen in TNBC 



Quality control of the screen



Hits in the screen



Pathway analysis on the screen hits



mTOR pathway



Genetic alterations of the 9 combined TOR hits
in 3953 patients

Genes in the mTOR pathway in the screen



Characterization of mTORC2 and GATOR2 function on TNBC 
tumor growth.



Sestrins are negative Regulators of GATOR 
proteins. 

CRISPR activation of targeted hits



Characterization of Hippo pathway on TNBC tumor growth.



Characterization of Hippo pathway on TNBC tumor growth.



CRISPR activation of HIPPO pathway leads to reduction in tumor size



Synergistic activity of drugs tageting mTOR and Hippo pathway on TNBC





Mechanism of how the drugs work



The combo therapy is efficient in Patient derived xenografts



The combo therapy leads to depletion of proliferating cells 
in Patient derived xenografts



Summary

1. New therapeutic targets can be identified using CRISPR screens.

2. New pathways involved in TNBC proliferation are identified:mTOR and Hippo pathways

3. Drugs targeting the pathways can be used as a therapeutic option

Questions:

1. Are the identified pathways universal?

2. Do we need to move towards custom sgRNA screens for the patients to identified suitable therapy?
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